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The increased circulation of people and ideas within Europe is not matched by 
an awareness of a shared history among its jazz community. In the course of 
almost a century, European jazz musicians not only produced a corpus of work 
worthy of much wider appreciation, but also adopted strategies to adapt to 
the varied reception of the music, ranging from joyful acceptance to outright 
prohibition, the latter often involving survival and protest in equal measure.

Supported by the Europe Jazz Network with funding from the Creative Europe 
programme of the European Union, this book provides an organic overview of 
European jazz history to serve as an inspiration for new generations of listeners 
and musicians independently of short-term fl uctuations in taste or fashion. The 
volume covers the linear narrative of jazz history in Europe from its inception to 
the year 2000 presented on a country-by-country basis. Each article is authored 
by a jazz history specialist from the specifi c country, contextualizing the music in 
the cultural landscape of that country, discussing the most infl uential fi gures of 
its development, and referencing the sometimes considerable literature available 
in the national language. This unprecedented pool of authors makes much of this 
information available in English for the fi rst time.

Further chapters cover related subjects: the history of African-American 
entertainers before jazz, the cross-national traditions of Gypsy and Jewish 
music, festivals, fi lms, and avant-garde music. The book also draws on the newly 
available resources created by the extensive work being done nationally by 
various jazz archives. Chapters contain in-depth bibliographies and suggested 
listening lists.
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In the course of almost a century, European jazz musicians not only produced a 
corpus of work worthy of much wider appreciation, but also adopted strategies 
to adapt to the varied reception that the music evoked, which ranged from joyful 
acceptance to outright prohibition, the latter often involving survival and protest in 
equal measure. As the first organic overview of the history of jazz in Europe, and 
covering the subject from its inception to the present day, this volume provides a 
unique, authoritative addition to the musicological literature.  

Entries are written in a narrative style and are presented on a country-by-country 
basis. Each article is authored by a jazz history specialist from the specific country 
who contextualizes the music in the cultural landscape of that country, discussing 
the most influential figures of its development, and referencing the sometimes 
considerable literature available in the national language. This unprecedented pool of 
authors makes much of this information available in English for the first time. Further 
chapters cover related subjects: the history of African-American entertainers before 
jazz, the cross-national traditions of Gypsy and Jewish music, festivals, films, and 
avant-garde music. The book also draws on the newly available resources created by 
the extensive work being done nationally by various jazz archives. Chapters contain 
in-depth bibliographies, rare photographs and illustrations, and suggested listening 
lists.

Supported by the Europe Jazz Network with funding from the Creative Europe 
programme of the European Union, this volume will serve as an inspiration for new 
generations of listeners and musicians.

Francesco Martinelli is a jazz promoter, journalist, 
lecturer, translator and author. He teaches history of 
jazz and related subjects at the Siena Jazz University 
and at the Conservatories of Trento and Livorno. 
He has lectured at NYU, Wesleyan and Columbia 
Universities in the USA, at Bilgi and ITU in Istanbul, 
and the Conservatoire de Paris. He is a consultant 
for the Izmir European Jazz Festival and Director of 
the Arrigo Polillo Center for Jazz Studies in Siena.
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‘Gypsy jazz’

When django reinhardt was at the peak of his fame in Paris in the 1930s and ’40s, no one termed the music he played ‘Gypsy jazz’. It was simply jazz, played by a Gypsy, on a guitar. He learned the music primarily from recordings and only later by playing with many of the early greats—Louis Armstrong, Coleman Hawkins, Duke Ellington, Eddie South. And with the music from those foreign 78s rever-berating in his ears, he was trying to sound as American as he possibly could. Combining his influences, his individual sensibility and his pioneering use of the guitar, Django created a music of his own. There are few others who single-handedly gave birth to a whole musical genre. Known worldwide as jazz manouche, it is a genre that is today continually being re-created—often closely following Django’s music.
From the beginning, jazz manouche was a pariah’s music. Just as the blues and jazz gave voice to African Americans, this bastardized string jazz allowed another dispossessed people to speak. When Django picked his guitar, his fellow Roma listened. And, in later years, his music became a symbol of Gypsy identity.

Django’s jazz was a pariah music even within the world of jazz, simply for the instrument on which he performed. Jazz to most musicians and aficionados alike was horn music, piano music. In the 1930s, gui-tars were rhythm instruments, part of the percussion 

section pounding out a four-to-the-floor beat; guitars were better suited for parlour-song sing-alongs than for improvising jazz solos. Even finding a guitar suitable for playing jazz was nearly impossible—an instrument loud enough to be heard through the sound and fury of the horns and yet lucid and sonorous in tone. There were certainly others playing jazz on guitar at the time—in particular, Lonnie Johnson and Eddie Lang. But no one took the guitar as far as Django. Thus, he was not only pioneering the music but also pioneering the use of the guitar as a solo instrument. In the Parisian avant-garde of artistes and philosophes, of impressionists, Dadaists, surrealists, cubists, existentialists, Django created a completely new being—a guitarist.
While most of Django’s sidemen in his Quintette du Hot Club de France were Roma cousins, his soloist foils were all gadjé—non-Gypsies. First and foremost, there was the dapper and sophisticated Parisian Stéphane Grappelli, whom Django chose as his duet partner because he played jazz on the Roma’s signature instru-ment, the violin. Then, in Django’s Nouveau Quin-tette during the World War II years came clarinetists Hubert Rostaing and Gérard Lévêque, doubling during the hot days of swing as Gaul’s answer to Benny Good-man. Finally, fired by bebop, Django played alongside saxmen André Ekyan and Hubert Fol, standing in as French Charlie Parkers.

36
Django Reinhardt 
and jazz manouche
Michael Dregni
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Ironically, Django played little on ‘Anouman’. The 
melody was sung by Fol’s alto sax, his pristine tone giv-
ing lyrical voice to the resigned longing of the theme. 
Fol played the song as though he believed in every note. 
Taking over the lead in the impromptu bridge, Django’s 
guitar contribution was a short solo of just eight meas-
ures, brief but brilliant in intensity. Together, Django 
and Fol played with sublime purity, adding no obbliga-
tos nor virtuoso tricks, and the recorded song was short, 
well under the usual three minutes, the music fleeting 
but enduring. Django and Fol had said everything in 
the elegiac beauty of the melody. It was a tune both bit-
tersweet and world-weary, summing up a life fully lived 
and capturing a sense of melancholy in a melody simple 
yet profound.

Most jazz musicians found their voice in one genre—
Louis Armstrong in his formative ‘jass’, Benny Good-
man in swing, Dizzy and Bird in bebop, Miles Davis 
in cool jazz. But Django was not held back by just one 
musical style. He composed, arranged and recorded 
songs in each genre, making a statement in four dis-
tinct eras of jazz. Few other jazz musicians boasted such 
success in such varied musical styles.

Django’s legacy
During Django’s lifetime, it was said that none of his 
Roma sidemen dared take a solo in Django’s presence 
as his musical prowess was so admired and feared. But, 
following his death, a pent-up flood was let loose.Joseph Reinhardt had set his own guitar into its 

case and vowed never to play again, a silent tribute to 
his brother. In the mid-1950s, several French jazz afi-
cionados cajoled him into recording, and through the 
next decade he released a sporadic series of LPs and 
EPs. He covered songs by Django, but more impres-
sively composed his own melodies: dark tunes that 
were nostalgic and exotic. Their sister Sara ‘Tsanga’, 
describing Nin-Nin’s eccentric music to Gypsy jazz 
historian Alain Antonietto, said: ‘My brother Nin-Nin? 
He’s an arab.’

In the late 1960s his fellow Roma initiated an annual 
meeting: a summer weekend in Samois-sur-Seine to 
honour Django. There, Joseph performed for his people 
in groups with violinist Léo Slab, cousin Eugène Vées, as 
well as Django’s sons Lousson and Babik. Joseph’s own 

son, Kuick Reinhardt, and in-law Henri ‘Dingo’ Adel 
also often accompanied him.Joseph Reinhardt passed away in 1982, and was bur-

ied alongside his brother in the cemetery at Samois-sur-
Seine.

Lousson performed regularly in Italy and backstreet 
Paris bars throughout the 1960s. He recorded commer-
cially but the sessions were never released and remain in 
the possession of his spiritual son, Dallas Baumgartner, 
also an intriguing player on the scene in the 2000s. In 
2016, Dallas recorded a stunning throwback tribute to 
1950s and ’60s electric Parisian Gypsy jazz.Babik first recorded his own jazz in 1967, playing 

for Charles Delaunay’s Vogue label. As with Nin-Nin, 
many of Babik’s early recordings were labelled ‘tributes’ 
or ‘homages’ to Django by uncertain record companies. 
Yet Babik soon proved he had his own voice. He rarely 
played an up-tempo tune. Instead, his compositions 
were ruminative rubato pieces, soulful and stirring, 
reflective of his own directions.In the 2000s, two of Django and Joseph’s grand-

children—Babik’s son David Reinhardt and Joseph’s 
grandson Levis Adel-Reinhardt—were performing and 
recording.

The frères Ferret
Django’s greatest musical accompanists, followers, and 
ultimately most innovative successors, were the three 
Gitan brothers Baro, Sarane and Matelo Ferret. Django 
met the frères Ferret while living in a Montmartre hotel 
during winter 1931. One day, Django’s second wife, 
Naguine, stepped out of their room to find a diminutive 
Roma waif with his ear to their door. Stammering his 
apologies, the boy said he had been passing by when he 
heard the music and stopped to listen. Naguine invited 
him in and introduced Django, who was laying sprawled 
out on his bed, smoking a cigarette, and picking his 
guitar, improvising melodies. The boy introduced 
himself as Matelo and said that he and his brothers were 
all guitarists too. But after listening to Django’s playing, 
Matelo solemnly pledged to throw his own guitar away. 
Django instead invited Matelo to retrieve his instrument 
and the two began playing together, Django teaching 
the boy the theme ‘Sugar’, the first jazz melody Matelo 
learned.
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The frères Ferret had ventured that autumn from 
Rouen to Paris to play their guitars in the capital’s bals 
and cabarets russes. As musicians and eldest siblings—
a position of grave respect among Roma—Django 
and Baro became best friends, and also great rivals. 
All three brothers—along with their cousin, Challain 
Ferret—took turns accompanying Django in his vari-
ous Quintettes as well as leading their own ensembles 
starting in the late 1930s and through the war years and 
beyond.

During the Occupation, Baro played in Paris’s bals 
musette alongside a new comrade-in-arms, accordion-
ist Gus Viseur, and together they injected swing into the 
old musette songs. Their 1940 tune ‘Swing Valse’ served 
as their declaration of independence. Working within 

the frame of a classic valse musette, they spiced up the 
harmony with jazzy chords and freely improvised and 
jammed over the melody. The result was a new genre of 
musette known as swing musette, and the battle was on 
in the traditional dancehalls between the old and new 
guard.

Baro then took this music a step further. He melded 
musette waltzes with his own rhythmic and melodic 
sensibilities to craft a series of compositions that, for 
want of a better description, were labelled valses bebop 
in honour of their avant-garde form. These were not 
waltzes to which one could actually waltz. He probably 
composed these songs—his ‘Panique’ being the tour de 
force—some time in the 1940s but didn’t record them at 
that time. The melody lines led by Baro’s virtuosic gui-

Pierre ‘Baro’ Ferret was Django’s great friend and great rival as a guitarist. 

A fellow Roma, he accompanied Django in the Quintette du Hot Club de 

France in the mid 1930s, then struck out on his own as a bandleader, often 

playing alongside accordionists such as Gus Viseur, Tony Muréna and 

Jo Privat. His composition with Viseur, ‘Swing Valse’, was revolutionary in 

combining bal musette music with modern jazz. But he’d go a step further 

in the late 1940s by blending in bebop and creating his series of stunning valses bebop. Michael Dregni collection
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The Quintette
The year 1934 signalled the formation of Django’s Quintette du Hot Club de France, and it began thanks to the serendipity of a broken string. Django was playing music at a tea dance for the smart Hôtel Claridge on the Avenue de la Champs-Élysées. As one of the band’s violinists, a dapper Parisian named Stéphane Grappelli, remembered in his memoir, Mon Violon pour Tout Bagage:

One day, just before we were due to go on, a string broke on my violin. I put on a new one, but couldn’t tune my instrument properly because the tango band was still playing and drowned out any other sound. So, I withdrew behind the curtain, where Django and Louis Vola were waiting for our stint. I tuned my violin and at the same time improvised a chorus that just passed through my head. This music seemed to impress Django because he took his guitar and accompanied my improvisation.

Flyer for a Hot Club de France concert in Paris on 5 June 1936 featuring Django Reinhardt, Stéphane Grappelli, and the Quintette du Hot Club de France along with American pianist Garnet Clark. 
Michael Dregni collection
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Together, they toyed with Stéphane’s melody, trading choruses, improvising over the theme, throwing in licks they had picked up listening to 78s, copying the stylings of the American originators to transport themselves far from the stilted elegance of the Claridge. Several other bandmates joined in—bassist Louis Vola and guitarists Roger Chaput and Django’s brother Joseph—and the foundation of the band was set.

The Quintette du Hot Club de France became famous for its string-jazz recordings from 1934–39, covering American standards, the rare Gypsy melody, and French chansons. Soon, the ensemble was also wax-ing Django’s original compositions.Among his many originals were two masterpieces cut in autumn 1937 for Charles Delaunay’s fledgling jazz label Swing, and showing the extremes of Django’s compositional skills. ‘Minor Swing’ was an unadorned, unaffected jazz melody, a hot riff like Armstrong might have blown. Based on repeated ascending phrases climbing from the root to the minor third to the fifth in the I, IV and V chords in the key of A minor, noth-ing could be more basic. Yet Django and the Quintette imbued it with an infectious swing that resonated from the record. It would become one of Django’s most cov-ered compositions—a jazz classic, and a Roma anthem played around caravan campfires throughout Europe. In this single recording, Django flaunted his wealth of licks and tricks. From the start, he played his solo lines over the changes, syncopating his phrasing. He then interspersed deft chord-melody riffs into his sin-gle-note lines. Jumping into a glissando chromatic run descending from the tip of his guitar’s fretboard to the headstock, his two fingers flitted across the neighbour-ing strings before climbing back up the fretboard in a diagonally running diminished arpeggio, ending with ringing octave chimes. It was a bravura performance, so hot that even his bandmates cheered on the master take when finished.
‘Boléro’ was based on Spanish Gitan rhythms and harmonies, yet orchestrated with all the grace of an Ellington arrangement. As such, it was a key song in Django’s compositional development. Whereas ‘Minor Swing’ was pure improvisation, ‘Boléro’ was an orches-tral piece, carefully conducted to create a mood. While the tight unit of the Quintette recorded the jazz tune, ‘Boléro’ featured the ensemble backed by a small orchestra of three trumpets, two trombones, a flute and 

three violins. Django not only composed the piece but arranged it as well. He could hear in his head the multi-layered sound he sought, then played on his guitar the melody and various harmonies for the others to repro-duce. He began by quoting the rhythmic figure of Mau-rice Ravel’s ‘Boléro’. The horns then made their entrance playing a mournful melody modulating in ascending half-steps, building tension and anticipation resolved in a flurry of majestic guitar riffs. Underlying the theme, Django’s harmony was expressed in the Phrygian mode with its flatted second notes and foundation of ninth chords, some with the addition of sixth notes, creating a flamenco overtone. Yet, despite the varied influences and homage paid, in the end, ‘Boléro’ was all Django.

The war
For Django—and for jazz—World War II was the best of times and the worst of times. Adolf Hitler and his National Socialist Party took power in Germany in 1933, and their ideology was fundamentally hostile to someone like Django Reinhardt. He was a Roma and a jazz musician—the first a crime against Nazi precepts of racial purity, the second a degenerate affront to decency. Hitler inherited a legacy of German anti-Gypsy laws stretching back centuries, and, even before he set out to rid his Third Reich of Jews, he began rounding up, sterilizing and deporting Django’s people; in the end, some 600,000 Roma throughout Europe would perish. And in the jungle rhythms and blue notes of jazz, the Nazis, led by Hitler’s propaganda minister Josef Goebbels, heard music that threatened German cultural eminence, an international conspiracy of American-Judeo-Negro decadence destroying the minds and morals of Germany’s youth. Jazz more than any other art form—over and above other questionable styles of music and even the despised Impressionistic painters—symbolized to the Nazis the overarching evils of depraved races and corrupt modernism. Guilty on both counts, Django appeared to be a marked man.Yet, during the war years, Django flourished, reach-ing the height of his fame. It was a grand paradox in a dawning era of paradoxes. In spite of Goebbels’s cru-sade against jazz, the war heralded a golden age of swing in Europe, jazz reaching a pinnacle of popularity of which its earlier fans could never have dreamed. Jazz 


